TITLE: TRAFFIC PAINTER

DEFINITION: Under supervision, paints traffic and parking control markings on streets and curbs.

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES:

- Spray paints street traffic control and curb markings using pusher-type, self-propelled, or truck-mounted painting equipment;
- Posts and maintains traffic regulatory, warning, and guide signs;
- Participates in the layout of new work according to traffic engineering plans and established legal requirements;
- Plans work and places barriers in such a manner as to cause minimum traffic interference;
- Strictly observes safety regulations;
- Cleans and maintains painting equipment;
- Orders equipment and materials;
- Prepares reports of materials used and work performed;
- May make and explain specific work assignments' May train and oversee the work of subordinates;
- Performs other related duties as required.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

Two years of full-time painting experience including spray painting or two years of full-time paid experience as a traffic painter helper or a combination equivalent thereto.

A valid California vehicle operator’s license.
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